Literature has a split personality in the media. It is tied to the academy, yet bridges to public life in everyday book & reading events.

WE1S’s findings suggest that the humanities, especially in comparison to the sciences, appear in the media to be siloed in the academy (see KF-5-2). There seem to be few bridges from the humanities as they are studied to the broader humanities experienced in society. Literature is no exception. The media portrays it both as a hermetic academic activity and as a robust milieu of everyday social activities related to books and reading—e.g., book talks, poetry readings, announcements of literary prizes, and obituaries of poets and writers.

In a topic model (C-1.250, 250 topics) of our Collection 1 (82,324 articles from U.S. journalistic media mentioning humanities), the top topics associated with the word literature include (ranked by percentage weight in the model)¹:

- 0.7% -- #166 (obituaries of writers/ literary critics), #196 (book events)
- 0.6% -- #42 (debates in literary theory)
- 0.4% -- #52 (academic news in student discourse)
- 0.2% -- #220 (classic literary works), #156 (poetry readings and obituaries)

The top terms in an academically-oriented topic like #52 (see top right) are words like professor, associate, assistant, english, studies, and department, indicating that “literature” in this context is almost purely an inside-the-academy phenomenon.²

Higher-weight topics like #166, with other lower-weight topics like #156, represent the broader profile of literature in society. A telling case study is topic #156, which groups together event announcements of poetry readings and notices of poets’ deaths (see top documents: larger screenshot).

Such a topic indicates that literature outside the academy circulates as an everyday public literary lifestream of readings, author events, and the life and death of people identified with literature. In the public view, literature, on the one hand, is a specialized academic field, and, on the other hand, is a shared public love of writing and reading. (See also KF-5-3: “The humanities are the art of ordinary life.”)

---

¹ Percentage figures indicate the proportion of Collection 1 associated with a topic.
² We note also from our case-study survey at one of the WE1S project’s campuses that students and others perceive literature as more difficult and more prestigious than the humanities in general (see KF 9-6).
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